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Abstract
An effective chiral theory of large NC QCD of mesons has been applied to study
the form factor of piγγ∗. Besides the poles of vector mesons an intrinsic form factor
is found. The slope of the form factor is predicted. The effect of the current quark
masses on the decay rate is calculated. There is no adjustable parameter in this study.
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It is well know that the decay amplitude of π0 → γγ has been predicted by Adler-Bell-
Jackiw[1], the famous triangle anomaly. This decay is a very important process in both
particle physics and field theory. The form factor of πγγ∗ is associated with both anomaly
and Vector Meson Dominance(VMD). The measurements of the form factor has lasted for a
long time[2,3]. In the timelike region of the slope of the form factor of π0 → γe+e−
F (q2) = 1 + a
m2e+e−
m2pi0
has been measured[3] and the value of the slope a is in a wide range
−0.24 ≤ a ≤ 0.12.
Recently, the PrimEx Collaboration of JLab proposes to do direct precision measurements
of the slope a in a range of 0.001GeV 2 ≤ q2 ≤ 0.5GeV 2[4]. On the other hand, the form
factor of π0γγ∗ has been studied by various theoretical approaches[5].
In Ref.[6] we have proposed an effective chiral theory of large NC QCD of pseudoscalar,
vector, and axial-vector mesons. This theory is based on t’Hooft’s large NC expansion
of QCD[7]. As interpolating fields, meson fields are coupled to quarks and they are not
independent degrees of freedom. In the limit mq → 0, the effective theory is chiral symmetric
and has dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. The Lagrangian is expressed as[6]
L = ψ¯(x)(iγ · ∂ + γ · v + γ · aγ5 + eQγ ·A−mu(x))ψ(x)− ¯ψ(x)Mψ(x)
+
1
2
m20(ρ
µ
i ρµi + ω
µωµ + a
µ
i aµi + f
µfµ) (1)
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where M is the quark mass matrix 

mu 0
0 md

 ,
vµ = τiρ
i
µ + ωµ , aµ = τia
i
µ + fµ , and u = exp{iγ5(τiπi + η)}. The kinetic terms of
mesons are generated by quark loops. The Lagrangian of mesons is obtained by integrate
the quark fields out. After renormalization physical meson fields, pion decay constant fpi,
and a universal coupling constant g are defined. fpi and g are two inputs. g is determined
to be 0.395 by fitting the decay rate of ρ→ ee+. NC expansion is revealed from this theory.
The tree diagrams are at leading order of NC expansion and loop diagrams of mesons are at
higher orders. Adler-Bell-Jakiw(ABJ) and Wess-Zumino-Witten(WZW)[8] anomaly is the
imaginary part of the Lagrangian of mesons[6]. VMD is a natural result of this theory[6]. We
have applied this theory to study various meson physics and the theory is phenomenological
successful[9,10].
The form factors of charged pion and kaons have been studied by this theory[9]. It has
found that besides the poles of vector mesons, there are additional form factors which are
called intrinsic form factors caused by quark loop effects. For example, the form factor of
charged pion is determined to be[9]
Fpi(q
2) = fρpipi(q
2)
−m2ρ + i
√
q2Γρ(q
2)
q2 −m2ρ + i
√
q2Γρ(q2)
, (2)
where Γρ(q
2) is the decay width of ρ[9]. In the space-like region Γρ = 0. Besides a ρ pole,
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there is an intrinsic form factor fρpipi(q
2)
fρpipi(q
2) = 1 +
q2
2π2f 2pi
{(1− 2c
g
)2 − 4π2c2}, (3)
c =
f 2pi
2gm2ρ
.
The effects of the intrinsic form factor are: a larger radius of charged pion is revealed from
Eq.(2); in timelike region the |Fpi| decreases faster and in spacelike region Fpi decreases slower
than the ρ pole only. These results agree well with data.
In Ref.[6] we have studied the form factor of π0γγ∗. However, only the poles of vector
mesons are taken into account. In this paper the intrinsic form factor of π0γγ∗ is studied
and the slope is predicted. The effect of current quark mass on the decay rate of π0 → γγ
is investigated too. In these studies there is no adjustable parameter.
There are four processes which contribute to the form factor of π0γγ∗. The four processes
are shown in Fig.1. In these processes there are four vertices: Lpi0ωρ, Lγρ, Lγω, and Lpi0γγ .
In Ref.[6] up to the fourth order in derivatives these vertices have been derived from Eq.(1).
ABJ anomaly is obtained
Lpi0→γγ = − α
πfpi
εµνλβπ0∂µAν∂λAβ (4)
and it is found that the form factor of π0 → γγ∗ is the poles of ρ and ω mesons. However,
like the form factor of charged pion(2), because of quark loop effects besides the poles of
vector mesons we should expect an additional form factor for π0 → γγ∗ too. In order to
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investigate this intrinsic form factor we need to derive the four vertices to sixth order in
derivatives. From Eq.(1) related interaction Lagrangian is obtained
L = ψ¯{1
g
γ · (τ3ρ0 + ω)− i2m
fpi
τ3γ5π
0 − 2
fpi
c
g
τ3γµγ5∂
µπ0 + eQγµA
µ}ψ. (5)
The term − c
g
∂µπ
0 is obtained from the transformation[6]
a0µ → a0µ −
2
fpi
c
g
∂µπ
0
which is used to cancel the mixing between aµ and π fields. In Ref.[6] the formalism of the
path integral has been used to calculate the quark loop diagrams up to the fourth order
in derivatives. In this paper we use the interaction Lagrangian(5) to calculate quark loop
diagrams to find the meson vertices up to the sixth order in derivatives. We obtain
Lργ = −e
4
g(∂µAν − ∂νAµ){1− 1
10π2g2
∂2
m2
}(∂µρ0ν − ∂νρ0µ), (6)
Lωγ = − e
12
g(∂µAν − ∂νAµ){1− 1
10π2g2
∂2
m2
}(∂µων − ∂νωµ), (7)
Lpi0ωρ = − 3
π2g2fpi
π0εµνλβ∂µρ
0
ν∂λωβ{1 +
1
12m2
(1− 2c
g
)(k21 + k
2
2 + p
2)}, (8)
where k21,2 and p
2 are momentum(in fact, it is -∂2) of ρ, ω, and π0 mesons respectively. It
is interesting to notice that in Eq.(5) there is a coupling between ∂µπ
0 and the axial-vector
current ψ¯τ3γµγ5ψ. The term
1
12m2
(−2c
g
)(k21+k
2
2+p
2) is obtained from this coupling. Because
of the strong anomaly[10] this term is not zero in the chiral limit.
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In deriving Eqs.(6-8) the equation[6] with a cut off
NC
(4π)2
D
4
m2
∫
dDp
1
(p2 +m2)2
=
F 2
16
(9)
has been used. Following equations[6] are useful in this paper
F 2(1− 2c
g
) = f 2pi , (10)
m2 =
1
6
F 2
g2
. (11)
Using the substitutions
ρ0µ →
1
2
egAµ, ωµ → 1
6
egAµ (12)
in Eq.(8), we obtain
Lpi0γγ = − e
2
4π2fpi
{1 + g
2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2(k21 + k
2
2 + p
2)}π0εµνλβ∂µAν∂λAβ, (13)
Lpi0ργ = − e
2gπ2fpi
{1 + g
2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2(k21 + k
2
2 + p
2)}π0εµνλβ∂µAν∂λρβ, (14)
Lpi0ωγ = − 3e
2gπ2fpi
{1 + g
2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2(k21 + k
2
2 + p
2)}π0εµνλβ∂µAν∂λωβ. (15)
Using Eqs.(6-8,13-15), the amplitudes of the processes of Fig.1 are calculated in the chiral
limit
< γ1γ2|S|π0 >= −i(2π)4δ4(p− k1 − k2) 1√
8mpiω1ω2
εµνλβǫµ(1)ǫν(2)k1λk2β
2α
πfpi
F, (16)
where
F = {1 + g
2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2(k21 + k
2
2)}{1−
1
2
k21
k21 −m2ρ + i
√
k21Γρ(k
2
1)
6
−1
2
k22
k22 −m2ρ + i
√
k22Γρ(k
2
2)
− 1
2
k21
k21 −m2ω + i
√
k21Γω(k
2
1)
−1
2
k22
k22 −m2ω + i
√
k22Γω(k
2
2)
}, (17)
where Γρ and Γω are the total decay width of ρ and ω meson respectively. The diagram
Fig.1(d) is at higher order in derivatives. Therefore, the contribution of this diagram is not
included in Eq.(17). In spacelike region they are zero. In timelike region[9]
Γρ(q
2) = Γρ0→pi+pi−(q
2) + Γρ0→KK(q
2),
Γρ0→pi+pi−(q
2) =
f 2ρpipi(q
2)
√
q2
12πg2
(1− 4m
2
pi+
q2
)
3
2θ(q2 > 4m2pi+),
Γρ0→KK¯(q
2) =
f 2ρpipi(q
2)
√
q2
48πg2
(1− 4m
2
K+
q2
)
3
2 θ(q2 > 4m2K+)
+
f 2ρpipi(q
2)
√
q2
48πg2
(1− 4m
2
K0
q2
)
3
2θ(q2 > 4m2K0). (18)
At q2 = m2ρ, Γρ = 142MeV . There are other channels for higher q
2. In Ref.[6,10] Γω is
calculated. Put one of the two photons on mass shell, k22 = 0, we obtain the form factor of
π0γγ∗
Fpi(q
2) = fpiρω(q
2)
1
2
{ −m
2
ρ + i
√
q2Γρ(q
2)
q2 −m2ρ + i
√
q2Γρ(q2)
+
−m2ω + i
√
q2Γω(q
2)
q2 −m2ω + i
√
q2Γω(q2)
},
fpiρω(q
2) = 1 +
g2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2q2. (19)
fpiρω is the intrinsic form factor of π
0γγ∗. For very low momentum we obtain
Fpi(q
2) = 1 + a
q2
m2pi
, (20)
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a =
m2pi
2
(
1
m2ρ
+
1
m2ω
) +
m2pi
2f 2pi
g2(1− 2c
g
)2. (21)
The first term of Eq.(21) comes from the ρ and ω poles and the second term comes from the
intrinsic form factor of π0γγ∗. The numerical value of a is
a = 0.0303 + 0.0157 = 0.046. (22)
The first number of Eq.(22) is from the poles of vector mesons and the second number is
from the intrinsic form factor(19). The contribution of the poles of vector mesons is twice
of the intrinsic form factor.
The decay amplitude(4) of π0 → γγ is obtained from ABJ anomaly in the chiral limit.
It is interesting to see the effect of the current quark masses, mu and md, on the decay rate.
The current quark mass matrix is included in Eq.(1). Taking mu,d into the calculation, up
to the first order in current quark masses we obtain
Lpi0→γγ = − α
πfpi
fqπ
0εµνλβ∂µAν∂λAβ, (23)
fq = 1− 1
m
(mu +md) +
g2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2m2pi0 , (24)
Γ(π0 → γγ) = α
2m3pi
16π3f 2pi
{1− 1
m
(mu +md) +
g2
2f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2m2pi0}2 (25)
mu+md
m
needs to be determined. In Ref.[11] Eq.(1) has used to predict all the 10 Gasser-
Leutwyler coefficients of the ChPT[12]. The masses of the octet pseudoscalars have been
derived. Up to the second order in current quark masses they are the same as the ones
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obtained in ChPT. To the first order in mq, the pion mass is expressed as[6,11]
m2pi =
4
f 2pi
(−1
3
) < ψ¯ψ > (mu +md), (26)
where < ψ¯ψ > is the quark condensate of three flavors. In Ref.[11] the quark condensate
has been expressed as
− 1
3
< ψ¯ψ >= 36g4Qm3, (27)
and it has been determined
Q = 4.54.
It has been found in Ref.[11] that to the first order in current quark masses fpi0 = fpi+ . From
Eqs.(26,10,11) it is obtained
mu +md
m
=
m2pi
f 2pi
1
4Q
(1− 2c
g
)2. (28)
The quark mass factor(24) is expressed as
fq = 1 +
m2pi
f 2pi
(1− 2c
g
)2{− 1
4Q
+
g2
2
} = 1 + 4.97× 10−3. (29)
The decay width of π0 → γγ is increased by 1%.
Γpi0→γγ = 7.81× f 2q = 7.89eV. (30)
The data is 7.83(1± 0.071)eV .
9
To conclude, it is found that in the form factor of π0γγ∗ besides the vector meson poles
an additional intrinsic form factor caused by quark loop is predicted. The slope of the form
factor of π0 → γγ∗ is predicted. The contribution of the intrinsic form factor is about 50%
of the vector mesons. For the form factor of π0γγ∗ at high q2 all the derivative should be
taken into account. We will present the study later. The effect of current quark masses on
the decay rate of π0 → γγ is investigated. It is found that the rate is increased by 1%.
The author wish to thank D.Dale and L.P.Gan for discussion. This study is supported
by a DOE grant.
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Figure Caption
Fig.1 Processes contributing to π0γγ∗
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